Promoted posts

Promoted posts
Make sure your fans see your Page posts
Promoting your post is a simple way to reach more fans and their friends.

Reach more of your fan base
Fans are extremely important to your business. On average, fans spend 2x more with businesses than nonfans.1 When you post on your Page, you may only reach a limited number of your fans each week. However,
promoted posts will increase the number of fans you reach over a three-day period. Fans will see your Page
post as a sponsored story in their news feed on desktop or mobile, and when they like, share, comment, or
claim an offer from your promoted post, their friends will see the post too.
Promoting your post increases the likelihood
that people will:
1. Read your message
2. Become aware of your business, or
3. Respond to a discount or sales promotion.

1. Average figures, based on internal studies.
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How promoting a post works
1. Create a new post or select an existing post on your
Page. Any post you’ve created within the past 3 days
can be promoted, including status updates, photos,
offers, videos, and questions.

2. Select your budget from the Promote drop-down

3. Pin your promotion to the top of your Page.

menu. You can choose your budget based on how

Pin your offer to the top of your Page to make it

many people you would like to reach.

more visible and accessible.
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4. People see your post in their news feed on desktop and mobile. All promoted posts will show in the news
feeds of the people who like your Page. If the people who like your Page interact with the post, it can show in
the news feeds of their friends. These posts will be labeled as “Sponsored” in the news feed. Promoted posts
will not be shown in the right-hand column of Facebook, where ads and sponsored stories are displayed.

5. View the results of your promoted post in the

6. Learn what’s working with Page Insights. Pay

drop-down from the “Promote” button at the

attention to engagement metrics to learn which

bottom of the promoted post.

posts customers respond to best.
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How promoted posts will help you reach more customers

900 Million People
on Facebook

Use promoted posts
to reach more fans
and their friends

Reach some
fans through
your regular
post

Fans are extremely important to your business. On average, fans spend
2x more with businesses than non-fans.1. When you post on your Page,
you may only reach a limited number of fans each week. Facebook uses
an algorithm to rank content based on the likely interest to a user, in
order to deliver the most relevant content.

Solution:
Promoting your post will increase the number of fans you reach over a
three day period. Fans will see your Page post as a sponsored story in
their news feed on desktop or mobile. Promoting your post increases
the likelihood that people will read your message and engage with
your business.
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